The future of Live
Music: Insights
straight from
the source

(which are the fans, of course)
We asked 4,000 live music fans about what
they’ve been up to and what they can’t wait to
get back to. Here’s what they had to say.

1

livestream
is here to stay.
Livestream brought the joy of live music to
fans throughout the pandemic.
Before the pandemic, fans may have said, “Livestream? What’s livestream?” But what
a difference a year makes. In a time when people were starved for connection, fans
came in droves to witness the power of live (by an 300% increase in fact).

21%

Percentage of fans who had
watched a livestream
concert before 2020.

66%

Percentage of fans who had
watched livestream music
since the pandemic began.

Livestream concerts brought comfort and connection.
“I loved being in the comfort

“I loved the chat room! A community of

of my home and how

friends both listening to the music and

intimate it was.”

collaborating while listening.”

- E-Survey Respondent

- E-Survey Respondent

* Live Music Fans survey conducted via Pollfish, February 2021; Mandolin Users survey conducted via Survey Monkey, February 2021.
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Artists are driving audiences
to livestream platforms.
We also wanted to know why fans chose to watch the livestream
shows they did? The answer...The Artist.
Why did you decide to watch your first livestream concert? (select all that apply)

I am a fan of the artist

59%
I saw it promoted on social media or email

38%
I was looking for live music events

28%
I wanted to try something new

19%
The artist was touring near my location

16%

3

Livestream viewers will
also take a chance on new.

85%

With a low barrier to entry, livestream
fans discover new music, opening up new
fan acquisition strategies. 		

Audiences will return to
in-person concerts
but their love for
livestream won’t change.

		
		

Would watch a livestream 		
concert for an artist they are 		
not familiar with.

It’s clear that fans want to see shows up close and in person. But, they still can’t get
enough, and will complement their return to live with livestreaming on the side.

94%

91%

Will return to in-person
concerts.

Will also continue to watch
livestreams.

“Livestream will let me fit in
more shows between big live
events.”
- E-Survey Respondent

“This has given me great access to favorite
musicians in between tours, and tickets are
reasonable enough that I’m willing to take a
chance on new people.”
- E-Survey Respondent
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Fans are willing
to pay for perks.
Digital opens up a new horizon of ways for artists and venues to interact
with their fans. And guess what...fans want them all.

82%

80%

Would spend extra on
perks (in addition to
the ticket price).

Of those fans would
spend more than $25 for
those additional perks.

so what will they buy?
What additional features or perks would you be interested in? (select all that apply)

Ability to purchase digital recording
Access to additional concert footage
Virtual meet + greet with artists
Artist merchandise package
Private concert chat room for you and your friends

38%
37%
31%
28%
17%

5

Mandolin is a
superior platform.
Mandolin users are more likely to come back.

93%

Would come back
to Mandolin for
another show.

95%

Of those who have used
Mandolin prefer it (over other
livestream platforms).

The Mandolin experience wins fans over.
“So I’ve kind of run the gamut: Twitch, Stage It,
Nugs, Veeps, YouTube, Instagram, Facebook, all
of them. Mandolin is definitely one of the top
[platforms]. I think the layout is clean and easy to
use, the audio and the video quality are great…I
think Mandolin’s got it nailed down.”

“I don’t see as many offerings
on Nugs as I do on Mandolin.
I think most of the acts have
switched over or have initially
used Mandolin and stayed
with it.”

- E-Survey Respondent

- E-Survey Respondent
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Ready to supercharge
your hybrid event
with incredible digital
experiences?

Let’s talk about Live+

(Trust us, your fans will thank you)
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